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LocSec Lowdown
Hello, Peaksters! With three dogs (and still
one cat), there always something happening.
Our new Golden Retriever, Cooper T, is recovering from shoulder surgery and Chance, the
older GSD, has a suspicious lump on his side.
The Newfie - Otis C, who has chronic nose
issues - is actually on the mend after the vet
tried some new antibiotics! We keep a meds
chart to mark off all the dog (and cat) meds as
they are given out – there’s usually too many
to keep track of mentally! Thank goodness,
though, Rent-A-Mike and I are relatively
healthy – knock on wood! But – we’re still
looking for that perfect 4th pooch (preferably
another Newfie) to add to the pack!! I keep
my eye on the rescue lines, but if you hear of
an available dog … let me know! It might the
right one!
On to Mensa business … we had a super busy
July, kicking off with a 4th of July party at the
White’s house! HUGE “Thanks!” to Wayne
and Jennie-Jo for hosting such a great party!
Then, we held BurgerQuest at their house,
too! Hans (Wayne’s and Jennie-Jo’s son) was
the grill-meister and we all made up our own
burgers. Great side dishes, yummy gin and
tonics, and lots of good conversation! Maybe
we should hold all our events at the White’s
house??
As I type this up toward the end of July, we’ve
still have Mountain Munchies to attend – one
of our annual highlights. We always have a
fun time at RC and Connie’s – checking on the
progress with the truck restoration project,
watching hummingbirds dogfight around the
feeders, enjoying the fresh air through the

pines, seeing what’s new in Connie’s garden,
and taking in the grand view from the deck!
Right now, the weather looks a bit questionable, but I can’t complain – we need the rain so
badly. Besides - we’ll have a good time whatever the weather!

the rest of the newsletter, and plan on joining
in a few events! We’ve got a variety, that’s
for sure!!
That’s about all I can think of for now … hope
to see you soon!

Coming up in August – another busy, busy
month! We’re having an ExComm lunch
meeting in August as well as our usual beers,
coffee, burgers, trivia, and food trucks filling
out part of the calendar.
Want some real fun? Chris and George will be
hosting Pictionary in August – can’t get better
than that!

~Sandy
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What’s Up In Our Region
Rich Olcott
Regional Vice Chair
Heartland Region 7
RVC7@us.mensa.org

720-390-7889

August: the perfect time for a picnic, under a shady tree, near the top
of a hill with a cooling breeze. And ice cream on the way home.
Like many Mensans who made it to Indianapolis over the July 4th
week, I enjoyed American Mensa’s own massive indoor picnic –
AG2018, an intellectual fun-fest of seminars, discussion groups,
games, and whatever. If you joined Mensa in search of mental stimulation, this was the place to be. If you joined to make new friendships
with intelligent people, this was the place to be. If you joined just
seeking a group where you belong, this was the place to be. If you
couldn’t make it there, well, there’s next year in Phoenix -- save the
date, you’ll find it’s worth it.
But that’s not the year’s only Mensa picnic. Some of ours in the
Heartland Region collided with each other. Both Denver Mensa and
Boulder/Front Range Mensa had their annual picnic on the 16 th of
June, right on top of the western edition of our Regional Leadership
Development Workshop. Mid-America Mensa had their picnic (and
White Elephant Sale) on the 3rd of June. Nebraska/Western Iowa
Mensa combines picnics with field trips – this year’s was on the 9th of
June when they visited (I kid you not) Squirrel Cage Jail. And
Plains&Peaks Mensa, well, I don’t know which to highlight because
those folks go somewhere to eat practically every weekend.
One of my peak moments at the Fort Collins LDW was presenting RVC
Service Award pins to three of our members who had stepped up to
hard jobs. For quite a while now, Paula Wilson-Caziér has been Wyoming Mountain Mensa’s Editor and do-everything person, including
chivvying Bess Carnahan into volunteering to lead WMM when she
moved back to Wyoming. Bess did that and has been a ball of fire for
us ever since. Similarly, Jim Stiles hit the ground running for North
Dakota Mensa when he became their LocSec. It was a privilege to set
a well-deserved silver pin in front of each of them. Thanks, folks.

Plains and Peaks Mensa Officers
Sandy Halby (LocSec/President)
6066 Del Rey Dr.
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-528-5483
mandshalby@comcast.net
Chris Cooper (2nd Vice Pres. for Membership)
1105 Bowstring Rd.
Monument, CO 80132-8595
(719-646-4456)
Shedonist@Cooperplace.net
George Cooper (treasurer)
1105 Bowstring Rd.
Monument, CO 80132-8595

719-646-4456
gcooper@cooperplace.net
Srikant Mantravadi (Gifted Youth Coordinator)
6433 Jules Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80923
(719) 352-5074
srikant_mantravadi@yahoo.com
Betsy Ogan (PlainsPeaking Editor)
1061 Hummingbird Ct.
Colorado Springs, CO 80921
719-481-1199
Bogan54@aol.com
Windy Adoretti (Webmaster)
1465 Stella Dr.
Colorado Springs, CO 80921
719-201-4743

windy@adoretti.com
Al Ackerson (Past President)
5102 Galley Road, #430AW
Colorado Springs, CO 80915
719-465-3747
Alackerson@msn.com

Cryptogram
“NGG MHAG SN MHVG OGHQE
SDDSPVGF OZ S OGSY. ZRU PSQ YUQ,
ZRU PSQ XYGDGQF DR OG FGSF, RY

- Rich Olcott

ZRU PSQ ISVG ZRUYNGMA OHEEGY."
~ SIZ XRGLMGY
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Plains & Peaks Patter

Trivia

If you have an announcement or news item, please forward it to
PlainsPeaking Editor Betsy Ogan (bogan54@aol.com) for inclusion in
PlainsPeaking! And, don’t forget, you can advertise your business in
PlainsPeaking. The current rates are: business card size $6, quarter
page $10, half page $25 and full page $50.

Potpourri

GET PUBLISHED! If you’d like to contribute to the PlainsPeaking
newsletter, submit your article, poem, photo, puzzle, whatever to
Betsy at bogan54@aol.com .

by RC Timm

1. What is the Fugio Cent?
2.

How many buildings in New York City have their own
Zip Code?

3. What was the first credit card in the U.S.?

4. Emmentaler is a variety of what?
JULY TRIVIAL PURSUITS! In July eight Mensans played Buzztime
Trivia! We noshed on wings and things and answered some pretty
obscure questions this month! The lead bounced around a bit each
round, but Al was the big winner overall! Way to go, Al! Next was
Jim, followed by Sandy, Susan, Jay,
Mike and Mark. Louise had keyboard
issues at the end – so she was in the
mix somewhere even if we didn’t get
her final score! Why not come out for the fun next month? Check
the calendar for date/time and RSVP info!
JULY MINI-GOLF: Huzzah!! Five Mensans played at Legends again –
we really like the place so far! Anyway, at first, we thought we were
going to get rained out, but we waited a few
minutes and the weather cleared up! Here’s
the finishers in order from first to last: Mickey
and Jim (tied for first), Sandy, then Dave and
last, Linda, who missed the first 4 holes so her
score wasn’t entirely accurate. No matter – we
had a great time! Please join us in August for this family-friendly, fun
event!
HELP WANTED! Do you have a Media or Publicity background? Maybe that’s something you’d like to try? If so, consider helping Plains &
Peaks Mensa with Admissions Testing publicity! We’re looking to increase our testing numbers and really need a hand with the publicity
– ideas, contacts, someone to take this particular bull by the horns
and wrestle around with it! And, bonus – this would look good on
your resume or annual job appraisal! If you’d be interested in volunteering to be our Publicity person, contact Sandy at mandshalby@comcast.net!
JOIN PLAINS & PEAKS MENSA ON FACEBOOK! See photos of recent
activities and meetings and get to know some of your fellow Mensans
via this popular social site! It’s a “closed” group so you have to ask to
join. Search FB for “Plains & Peaks Mensa.”
BLOGS AND WEBSITES: If you have a blog or website that you think
might interest other Mensans, send the link to Betsy at bogan54@aol.com so she can put it here.

5. What animals live in a nest known as a drey?
6. Who is the shortest U.S. president?
7. In Japan, what is an Oshiya?
8. Who was Sitting Bull's father?
9. Where is the U.S. Coast Guard Academy located?
10. What is hyponatremia?

If you don't pay your exorcist, do you get repossessed?

Caleb Lewis
William Riley
Keith Wear
William Luden
J Ridge
RC Timm
David Boone

August 2
August 4
August 7
August 12
August 18
August 21
August 27

NOTE: If your birthday isn’t here, it’s probably because that information is marked “non-releasable” on our rosters. To check your
personal information release status, please contact American Mensa
(1-800-66-MENSA) or go to www.us.mensa.org and under Member
Resources, select the PDQ section.

E-MAIL AND ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER: If you’re receiving this via
“snail mail,” consider changing your preferences to electronic newsletter and correspondence. It’s easy! Either go to the American Mensa web-site or contact American Mensa to change your preferences!
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BurgerQuest
Home-cooked Burgers at the White’s
Your host was out of town for what was probably among the
best BurgerQuest of the year, but his consolation is that he got
to attend the American Mensa Annual Gathering in Indianapolis, his 29th in a row. Regarding that AG, some were better,
some were worse, but even the worst of them was still pretty
good. But back to BurgerQuest. The event was well attended;
we had Al, Chris, Doug, Hants, JJ, Jim, KC, Linda, Margaret,
Mike, Sandy, Solomon, Srikant, Susan, and Wayne (15 folks!).
FYI, Hants is JJ & Wayne’s son, and Jim is Linda’s son. We didn’t
do a complete evaluation, but the overall rating was 4.7, higher than any overall score we’ve had to date. A big thanks to
Hants, who did the cooking, as well as to those who brought
side dishes that were reportedly delicious. Lots of great comments as well: “Really yummy and big burgers”, “Liked the
variety”, “Loved the gin & tonics”, “the hosts were delightful”,
and “Hamburgers were like mini meatloaves; Susan’s brownies
are to die for.”

We had a few recommendations for our next outing, as well,
for the second month in a row. Keep those suggestions coming! One suggestion was to visit Bunk House Burgers. That
place has gotten some really good reviews, but
unfortunately it’s located in Canon City. Before
we put that one on our schedule, we’ll need a
discussion to be sure a sufficient number of
folks would attend. The other suggestion was
for Single Barrel Craft Burgers & Brews, and that looks like we
should pay it a visit. It’s in the southeast corner of the intersection of Stetson Hills and Powers, at 5885 Stetson Hills Blvd.
phone 719-465-1704. Check the menu at https://
www.singlebarrelcolorado.com/menus. You’ll find eight kinds
of burgers as well as a “build-your-own”. (Note to Wayne –
they have oysters on the half shell!) We’ll meet at 1:00 PM on
August 12th, the second Sunday of the month as usual.
If you’d like to join us, call George at 719-418-6073 (& leave a
message), or send him an e-mail at gcooper@cooperplace.net
so we can let them know how many will be attending. Forgot
to reply? Come anyway, we’ll fit you in. And be sure to bring
along the ankle-biters, BurgerQuest is a kid-friendly event.
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Trivia/Cryptogram Answers

MERF Scholarship Contest
Plains & Peaks Mensa participated in the 2017-2018 MERF
Scholarship Essay Contest. We had three scholarship winners
this year! We published one essay in July and we are publishing one this month, and the last one in September’s PlainsPeaking newsletter. This month, the winner of the Harper
Fowley – Isolated M Scholarship ($600) is Caitlyn Mlodzik, for
study in an undergraduate liberal arts degree (B.A. or A.A.).
This is a national level award. Congratulations, Caitlyn!

Mensa-versaries
Loree Czarnecki
Dan L Green
David Haukom
James G Hunter
William Luden
Jessica Senia

Welcome
&
Farewell

RC Timm
Jennifer Wallace
Lynnette Whitsel

WELCOME:
Kevin Clopper, who is new to Mensa! Welcome
to Mensa – and Plains & Peaks in particular!
Brendan Fields, Kurt Heppard, Jason Kiefer and
Sally Robbins, who recently moved to our local
group area. Hello and welcome to all of you!!

WELCOME BACK:
Mickey Burdick, who recently moved back to this area. Really good
to see you again, Mickey!!
John Cox and Carrisa Shipley, who are re-joining Mensa. Hello,
again!
FAREWELL AND GOOD LUCK TO YOU!
Julie Allen, who is moving to Louisiana.
Ann Behrends, who is moving a bit east to Oklahoma.
Ria Paradkar, who is going way back east to Massachusetts.
John Ridge, headed northeast to Wisconsin!
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Local MERF Scholarship
Winner—Caitlyn Mlodzik
When I was in elementary school, I had the same muddled impression
of poetry that most of society has today. It was not until I wrote my
first poem in ninth grade that I utterly fell in love with the written
word. In modern society, poems are often construed as inexplicable
labyrinths of mystery and as the work of either mad, starving artists
or chin-raised academics. When walking through the children's section of a library, I see shelves stacked with untouched books full of
children's poetry. Even in the adult section, the pathetic corner of a
shelf for poetry is crowded with cookbooks, travel books, and "How
to Write a Novel in Two Weeks" books. Ever since I started writing, I
have been striving for my goal of bringing the spirit of poetry back to
life. I believe that if I can share and extol the infinite beauty, seamless
magic, and therapeutic values of poetry, I can convince society, one
iambic foot at a time, that poetry is not something to fear or avoid.
Three years ago, I created a club, called Poet Society, at my academically rigorous school to harbor a creative and encouraging haven for
students who love to write and to help students in the development
of their writing. We recite our poetry on stage in front of hundreds of
high schoolers multiple times a year, and, after thundering applause,
ordinarily shy members smile and hold their head higher for the rest
of the day. Gaining this confidence inspires them to place their work
under even more scrutiny by submitting it for publication; in three
years six members, including myself, have had poems and short stories published in journals across the nation. In my life, I plan to address the societal fear of poetry by doing precisely what I have done
with Poet Society. Starting one-on-one and transitioning to elementary, middle, and high school classes, senior communities, libraries,
and workshops across the nation, I hope to teach people that the only
way one can understand poetry is by writing it.
To reach this goal, I hope to use my passion for acquiring knowledge
and skills in writing to achieve a bachelor's degree in Professional
Writing and a master's degree in Creative Writing to become an editor. Over the past two years, I have chosen classes such as AP English
Literature and Composition, AP English Language and Composition,
and American Voices (a literature survey) to acquire the tools to dive
deeper into a text, digging at the sea floor rather than skimming the
surface, and recognize writing that masterfully communicates its message. I have also attended multiple writing workshops at a local library
where I collaborate with people of many different backgrounds and
levels of experience. When we read our poetry aloud, we give each
other unique perspectives to influence the understandability and
audience of our poems.
Finally, I hope to culminate all of this academic and personal experience in establishing a literary journal, called Scribere Omnis (The
Writing of All), that accepts poetry, short fiction, and photography in
every genre and style, exploring the corners of the world. The inclusive and all-encompassing aspects of my journal would immerse readers in the old, the new, the unheard of, and the underrepresented.
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August Events
Friday, August 3rd, 5 pm: Give In To Beer Pressure. It’s hot in August, so let’s visit one of the hottest and newest places to get a cold
brew! We’ll be going to Atrevida (204 Mt View Ln #3,
off North Nevada Ave. in Colorado Springs, where
Great Storm used to be). Atrevida is a “female forward Latin inspired” brewery with the goal of appealing to all palates! If you have an idea or new pub for
Give In To Beer Pressure, let Sean know! By email:
sean.mccormick.us@member.mensa.org, by cell: (719) 651-6706.
Saturday, August 4th, 10 am: Caffeine Conundrum. In August, we’ll
be going to Jives Coffee Lounge in Old Colorado City! Jives wants “you
to come in and feel like family. Take your time,
enjoy the hospitality, and have the best cup of
coffee you have ever had.” Their motto is “coffee
music life.” So, let’s check them out! Jives is at 16
Colbrunn Court, right by Bancroft park (just off
Colorado Avenue, between 24th and 25th Streets.
Remember, if you hear of a new coffee place, let John know by phone
(719) 571-0471or e-mail: jarofberts@gmail.com.
Monday, August 6th, 11:30 am: ExComm Meeting and Lunch. Let’s
switch it up in August and have a business lunch! Meet up at La
Tartine French Bistro Café, 1420 Kelly Johnson (behind BurgerKing
and Egg and I on North Academy) for a very short business meeting
and lunch. If you get the chance, let Sandy know you’ll be there
(mandshalby@comcast.net or call 719-528-5483).
Wednesday, August 8th, 6:00 pm: Mini-Golf! The new course
worked out so well in June and July, we’re revisiting it in August!!
Let’s meet up at Legends Miniature Golf (6655 Dalby Drive, just off
Dublin and Powers). Legends Miniature Golf offers three different 18hole miniature golf courses: World Wonders, Animal Kingdom, and
Western Frontier. This is a family-friendly event and the cost for 18
challenging holes is only $6 for adults, $5 for
kids and seniors! Winner will be declared the
Plains & Peaks Mini-golf Champion … and can
keep that title until the next time we go minigolfing! NOTE: In case of inclement weather,
we’ll move to the indoor course at Chapel Hills
Mall. Watch your e-mail ! (Or call Sandy at 719-528-5483!)
Saturday, August 11th, 7 pm: Pictionary Challenge! Chris and George
will be hosting a Pictionary Challenge! Guests will divide into two
teams and the teams will challenge each other. Winners get prizes!
Those who prefer not to play may come to socialize; the Coopers have
comfy furniture! Come play, snack, drink,
and gab. The Coopers will supply the
snacks; you supply your beverage. Children
are invited. Please RSVP by Thursday, August
9th, to shedonist@cooperplace.net or call
719-646- 4456. The Coopers live at 1105 Bowstring Road, Monument.
Sunday, August 12th, 1 pm: BurgerQuest! We’re meeting at the Single Barrel Craft Burgers & Brews, 5885 Stetson Hills Blvd. RSVP by
August 11 to George at 719-418-6073 or e-mail
gcooper@cooperplace.net so we can know how
many seats to try to reserve. Even if you don’t RSVP,
come anyway, we’ll make room. Be sure to bring the
cookie-crumblers, BurgerQuest is a kid-friendly event.

Tuesday, August 14th, 11:45 am: Food Truck Tuesday! Maybe you’ve
read about this; maybe not! A bunch of food trucks are gathering at
the Pioneers Museum (215 South Tejon) every Tuesday, from 11am to
about 1:30pm. Twelve local food trucks, including Bison Brothers,
Gray’s Sloppers and Mateo’s, will there – so we can pick and choose
just what we want! (And get their schedules,
maybe, which are very hard to find!) Meet on
the steps of the Pioneers Museum at 11:30am
(or there about) and we’ll check out which food
trucks we want to try! BTW – I had Witty Pork’s
Wood Fired Pizza last time and it was great! Mike had the BBQ and
said it was good, too! And, they even have a cupcake truck!!
Thursday, August 16th, 7:15 pm: Kimball’s Peak Three! Join some of
your fellow Mensans at Kimball’s, which is a downtown (Pikes Peak
and Tejon) first run movie theater showing “the very best of current
independent and foreign films.” The plan is to meet at 7:15, have a
drink in Kimball’s full-service bar, select a movie to attend together
(or not!), and then afterwards, possibly have another
drink and/or dinner and discuss the movie(s). We’ll be
taking a chance on what Kimball’s is showing on this
date - but you never know! Could be the best movie
you’ve ever seen!! NOTE: The movie BlackkKlansman
is scheduled to be at Kimball’s’ during this time. This
movie is about the first black cop in Colorado Springs in 1972 and his
undercover investigation of the KKK in our city.
Tuesday, August 21st, 6 pm: Trivial Pursuits. We’re playing Showdown, a 6-stage trivia contest featuring a wide variety of topics, at
Buffalo Wild Wings, 2905 Geyser Drive (at I-25 and Lake, next to Outback Steaks and Tinseltown) – they
claim to have 45 players and Wi-Fi so
everybody should be able to play!
We’re drinking some adult beverages
(if you want to) and noshing on wings and other Buffalo Wild Wings
specialty foods like burgers and sandwiches! The actual game starts at
6:30pm, but if you want a game player you probably should get there
earlier! Call or e-mail Guest Host Sandy (719-528-5483, mandshalby@comcast.net) to let her know you’ll be there!
Saturday, August 25th, 9 am: Castlewood Canyon Park Hike. Let’s
head north and visit one of the most beautiful state parks around,
Castlewood Canyon (2989 S State Hwy 83, Franktown, CO). Trails
(rated easy to moderate) abound including ones along Cherry Creek,
which flows along the canyon floor. Remnants of geologic and local
history combine when the Castlewood Dam burst in
1933, sending a 15-foot-high wave of water into
Denver. Ruins of the original ill-fated dam and the
historic homestead still exist for hikers to see.
Notes: Leashed pets are welcome on most trails,
except the new East Canyon Preservation Area trail.
A “Day Pass” must be purchased - $7 (per vehicle). During the month
of August, active duty and veterans can obtain a pass from the local
CPW office (4255 Sinton Road, just off I-25 and Garden of the Gods,
719-227-5200) good for free admission to all Colorado state parks.
Directions: Go north on Highway 83 for 35 miles (If you get to Franktown, you’ve gone too far.) and watch for the signs. The Visitor’s Center will be a left turn off of Highway 83. Meet at the Visitor’s Center
parking area at Sandy’s red Ford Explorer (with the gold Mensa logo
on the back). We’re hitting the trail promptly at 9:00am, so arrive a
few minutes early to locate Sandy and get your hat/water/etc. ready!
Be sure to wear your hiking shoes and bring sun block and water, too!

AUGUST
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed
1

Thu
2

Fri
3

Sat
4

5:00 PM
Give In To
Beer Pressure @
Atrevida

5

6

12

1:00 PM
BurgerQuest @
SingleBarrel
Craft Burgers
RSVP by 8/11

19

11:30 AM
ExComm
Meeting/Lunch
@ La Tartine
French Bistro

13

7

8

9
6:00 PM
Mini-Golf @
Legends
Miniature Golf

14

15

11:45 AM
Food Truck
Tuesday @
Pioneers Museum

20

21

27

28

11

RSVP
For
Pictionary

16

7:00 PM
Pictionary
Challenge
@ Coopers’

17

18

24

25

7:15 PM
Kimball’s
Peak Three Movie

22

6:00 PM
Trivial Pursuits @
Buffalo Wild Wings

26

10

10:00 AM
Caffeine
Conundrum @
Jives Coffee
Lounge

23
RSVP
For
Ultimate Saturday
Supper

29

30

9:00 AM
Castlewood
Canyon Park Hike
6:00 PM
USS @ Krabby’s
Seafood Joint

31

Events Continued
Saturday, August 25th, 6 pm: Ultimate Saturday Supper. Yo ho, yo
ho, a pirate's life for me! And what do pirates eat?
Seafood! So let's check out Krabby's Seafood Joint,
669 Star Ranch Road. Krabby's blends Cajun and
Vietnamese spices to create a unique taste. Clams,
crab, shrimp, lobster, mussels, oysters, are all here
waiting for us! Contact Al by August 23 (465-3747;
or 291-8749; email alackerson@msn.com) to RSVP!
Advance Notice: Tuesday, September 4th, 6:30 pm: ExComm
Meeting and Dinner. Let’s gather at Atmosphere Gastropub, 1327
Interquest Parkway, for a very short business meeting and dinner.
Atmosphere Gastropub is bringing “some fun and class to the North
End of town” by offering elevated drinks and a creative, fresh menu
“to an area that desperately needs culinary salvation.” [Sandy’s note:
We’ve eaten there a couple of time – excellent food!!] If you get the
chance, please RSVP (mandshalby@comcast.net or 719-528-5483).
Advance Notice: Friday, September 7th, 5 pm: Give In To Beer Pressure. Let’s visit the newest place for a brewski – Metric Brewing,
1213 N Circle Dr. (Near Circle and Galley). They had their grand opening on July 21st, so all the wrinkles should be smoothed out by now!
BTW – they have a three-barrel system, limited releases and rare
barrel-aged offerings, too!
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Advance Notice: Saturday, September 8th, 10 am: Caffeine Conundrum. Let’s head downtown to The Perk Downtown! They are at 14
S. Tejon – right in the heart of Colorado Springs. The Perk Downtown
owns their own roasting house, which lets them have more control
over their coffee – and their coffee quality is their number one goal!
They also brag about their customer service! Let’s check them out!
Saturday, September 8th, 6:00 pm: IntelCon! Here’s the idea – every
month or so, we meet up to discuss a new issue or perhaps view a
documentary and then discuss it. Could be a current event, controversial topic, historical event – whatever we want! In September, the
topic is the death penalty, life without parole, etc., which we’ll discuss
after viewing the documentary The Thin Blue Line. Here’s a synopsis
of the documentary: Two Dallas police officers make a routine traffic
stop and the driver shoots and kills one of the cops. The Dallas police
arrest an itinerant laborer, who claimed to be innocent, yet he’s sentenced to death. Nine years later, a documentarian investigates and
his work results in freeing the condemned man and identifying the
real murderer. We’re gathering at the White’s house, 9908 Paonia
Park Pl (near Powers and Briargate Blvd). Please bring a snack to share
and something to drink! Phone 719-495-0433 if you need directions!
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AMERICAN MENSA, LTD.
1229 CORPORATE DRIVE WEST
ARLINGTON, TX 76006-6103
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